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PNAK is a renowned Uniform Manufacturer in India and Uniform Supplier in 
India for a variety of industries.PNAK provides top-of-the-line uniform apparel 
and services in India and other nations around the world. 

 

How PNAK uniforms are helping organizations? 

Employees who wear a designated uniform reflect the genuine nature of the 
organization as a whole and the people it serves. As a result, having these well-
designed uniforms in all sectors, including hospitals and the hospitality 
industry, is critical. 

PNAK produces high-quality uniforms for companies and organizations. PNAK 
uniforms give organizations a unique identity. They are durable and made of 
the highest quality. 

 

 

Who do we design for? 

We, PNAK, being a leading Uniform Manufacturer in India, supply uniforms for 
a variety of industries, including security, hospitality, and health care, as well as 
corporate, school, and hospital uniforms such as lab coats and medical tunics. 

We work in the uniforms sector, we genuinely understand our clients' demands 
and strive to meet them as efficiently as possible. We are the best 
uniform makers in India because of our specialization and competence. 

https://www.pnakindia.com/
https://www.pnakindia.com/


 

 

We Know the Art of Fine Tailoring & Aesthetics 
 

We create uniforms that are both high-quality and cost-effective. We produce 
and make hospital uniforms, school uniforms, hospitality uniforms, and 
corporate uniforms that are specifically designed and appealing. 

Our hospital uniforms include lab coats, which are loose-fitting coats with 
deep pockets that are typically worn in a laboratory or medical facility to 
prevent spillage. Long sleeves are standard on lab coats. They're composed of 
absorbent materials like cotton to protect the person wearing them from 
chemical or other contact illnesses. 

We make medical tunics which are a type of coat or protective covering with 
enveloping layers that are worn over the body. One of the coats of a blood 
artery or other tubular structure is one of these tunics. 

Visit for more information: https://www.pnakindia.com/ 

https://www.pnakindia.com/hospital-uniform


 


